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Scottish aristocrats John Campbell Gordon (1847–1934) and Ishbel Marjoribanks Gordon
(1857–1939), known as the Aberdeens, rejected both revolution and reaction in their political
careers. The aristocratic progressivism and egalitarian marriage of these fervent liberals
confounded both contemporaries and historians. John, as viceroy of Ireland and governor-
general of Canada, was a notable ally of feminists, workers, and Irish Home Rulers. Ishbel, his
viceregal companion and the long-time president of the International Council of Women, was a
liberal feminist and Home Ruler whose commitments stirred up even more
controversy.Superbly written and informed by decades of research, Liberal Hearts and
Coronets is the first biography to treat John Campbell Gordon as seriously as his better-known
wife. Examining the Aberdeens’ remarkable careers as landlords, philanthropists, and
international progressives, Veronica Strong-Boag casts the twilight of the British aristocracy in
an entirely new light.
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Preface and AcknowledgmentsAll books involve wrestling with oneself. If you are fortunate, you
dance at completion. I am now contemplating tentative dance steps. It didn’t start out that way.
First, I twisted myself into knots. Liberal Hearts and Coronets did not escape unscathed. The
snarl originated in my embedment in early twenty-first century feminist politics. Important
questions are many but one surely asks what is the role of elite women and men? This cannot
be taken for granted. Those who have been “epistemologically privileged” by reason of class or
race or other markers of social and economic inferiority have always been rightly suspicious of
the powerful. So it is today and so it was in the time of the Lord and Lady Aberdeen.Elite allies
may nevertheless be invaluable. And just as disadvantaged women and men may defy their
circumstances, so too sometimes may the privileged. The Aberdeens, both of whom I argue
were feminists, wrestled with consciousness and conscience. As evangelical Christians, they
subjected their own lives to relentless examination and accepted the biblical admonition that
the “meek shall inherit the earth.” In particular, to bring into being a better world, they believed
that aristocrats in the greatest empire the world had ever known were obliged to lead. Only this
could justify good fortune. Their aristocratic liberal vanguardism should open doors for the less
privileged, among whom they included most women. Obviously, as these pages demonstrate,
such presumption was self-interested and naïve. It was nevertheless also sometimes
courageous and valuable.Ishbel Marjoribanks and John Campbell Gordon attempted to
construct scaffolding to be climbed by deserving subaltern subjects. The results inevitably were
mixed. While their efforts to do good always helped justify the powerful, they also improved
many lives. Without their contributions, prospects for justice and equality would have been still
dimmer. As I contemplated this couple, I wondered about the lessons for today’s feminists.
Surely, it is ultimately better to have imperfect feminist activists than mere bystanders in life?
Such conclusions were never far from my thoughts as I strove to offer a fair assessment of
these liberal reformers.Since prefaces are likely to supply multiple confessions, this also
acknowledges the great good fortune that led me to this volume. My investigation of the past
and its meaning for the present has been immeasurably aided by feminist scholars and friends.
They are found all around the world in libraries, archives, universities, communities, and
families. My debts are many. Research benefited from the support of Alexander Gordon, the
seventh Marquess of Aberdeen and Temair, who granted me free access to the family archives,
the staff of the Haddo House Estate, and the librarians of the University of Waterloo’s Library’s
Lady Aberdeen Collection and the University of British Columbia in particular. In Scotland, I
was fortunate enough to be hosted by Jenny Beattie, soon a friend, who proved a fount of
knowledge about Tarves and the history of the region. In Weston-super-Mare, my mother’s old
home, my cousins Lesley and Charles McCann offered unstinting welcome as I foraged
through the Liberal Party archives at the University of Bristol. In Ottawa, my former student and
now good friend, Susan Walsh, her partner Patrick Mooney, and daughter Kelsey, provided
laughter, food, and a comfortable bed. In the same city, Jennifer Stoddart, my friend since our
undergraduate days, reminded me of our shared enthusiasms and battles over good red wine.
In Toronto, as I worked in the Robarts Library, Bettina Bradbury and I shared many dinners and
conversations about dogs, kids, and history. Trevor Martin also deserves thanks for his careful
reproduction of photographs and the present Marquess of Aberdeen for his kind permission to
republish family pictures. Four generous scholars also read an early draft of this manuscript in
its entirety. Hard questions from Jack Little, Angus McLaren, Christopher Bridges Ross, and
Joan Sangster made it far better. My thanks as well to Cameron Duder who compiled the
index.No account of the making of Liberal Hearts and Coronets would be complete without
mention of the generous assistance of the Jules and Gabrielle Leger Scholarship in governor-



general studies and the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. Such
funding deserves more support as a guarantee of independent scholarship. I should say as
well that I have been regularly appalled by the systematic under- and sometimes de-funding of
Canada’s historical heritage, notably but not only its archival collections, by current
governments. To take just one example, Library and Archives Canada provides far poorer
service to scholars than it did in the 1970s and 1980s. Paeans to the War of 1812 are no
substitute for the real work of history. I also thank the Aid to Scholarly Publishing Program,
which agreed to fund this project in early summer 2012, and Kate Baltais who skilfully copy
edited the manuscript in the early summer of 2014.In this volume, as with all others, my family
has been essential. My mother, Daphne Bridges Strong-Boag, an English war bride who
arrived to work in Canada as a mother, a waitress, and a teacher, has remained a continuing
inspiration. My three sons, as always, have been inimitable. From the vantage-point of imperial
history, Christopher attempted to keep this Canadianist up-to-date. Dominic offered a critical
perspective on why it all mattered. Gabriel investigated French Canadian newspapers. My
daughter-in-law, Jude, brought the incomparable benefit of another female perspective to our
family. Thank you all!In closing, this book is dedicated, not, as many would guess, to Emma,
whose tousled ten pounds was never far from my computer and who suffered my absences
with injured canine dignity but to dear friends who regularly listened with patience and always
reminded me why it is all worthwhile: a special thank you this time to Bettina Bradbury, Gillian
Creese, Jan Hare, Tineke Hellwig, Andrée Levesque, and Joan Sangster.

  

LIBERAL HEARTS AND CORONETSThe Lives and Times of Ishbel Marjoribanks Gordon and
John Campbell Gordon, the Aberdeens

IntroductionLadies and lords are rarely in fashion for critical scholars or democratic activists.
This is unfortunate. British aristocrats John Campbell (originally Hamilton-) Gordon (1847–
1934) and Ishbel Maria Marjoribanks Gordon (1857–1939), colloquially known as the
Aberdeens, constituted a force for both conservatism and improvement in the Atlantic world of
their day. They merit our attention.1 By setting out self-consciously as reformers, they
suggested that Britain’s traditional rulers still had essential duties in a democratizing age and
that greater equality was a common good. Ishbel Marjoribanks and John Gordon rejected both
revolution and reaction for the embrace of a liberal evolutionary politics that emphasized
caution, consensus building, and responsible leadership as the surest route to human
progress. Their search for a middle ground of transcendence discomforted many
contemporaries and challenged biographers. More radical critics of the couple have seen only
conservatism and privilege at work, while reactionary opponents spied treason to the
establishment. Both perspectives were at least somewhat true as Liberal Hearts and Coronets
attests.That contradictory assessment lies at the heart of the story told in these pages.
Products of a rich history of influences, the Aberdeens were never simple subjects. They
negotiated gender, class, race, and other identities in ways that variously puzzled, enraged,
and inspired. The labelling of Ishbel a “democrat-autocrat” or “democrat-aristocrat” captures the
uncertainty of reception.2 Both she and John stepped beyond expected pathways in their
attempt to construct a liberal politics of conciliation, toleration, and inclusion, what might even
be termed “appeasement” before that word incurred its negative connotation at the end of the
1930s. Building connections among actually or potentially warring factions was central to their



agenda. The Scottish earl, later marquess, became well known for his sympathetic response to
tenants, children, workers, and Irish nationalists. His wife similarly possessed, as her daughter
emphasized, “a lively feeling for all other human beings and for their different points of view. To
many she brought both new prospects for themselves and new friendships with others all over
the world.”3Both interpreted the duty of responsible elites to include building political and social
community domestically as well as internationally. Women and men at the top of society,
notably, but not only good Christians, owed real understanding and practical help to those at
the bottom, who in turn ought to work hard and join in the mutual task of individual and
collective improvement. This essentially moral contract promised to legitimate both moderate
reform and dutiful elites and to obviate a divisive politics of gender, class, and race.When their
vision of a middle path, with its eschewal of both advanced and reactionary politics, faltered
and failed in the decades before the Second World War, they slipped largely into oblivion. In
fact, their practical demonstration of a seemingly responsible aristocracy willing to forge
alliances among classes and different cultural groups and between the sexes is arguably one
of a range of influences that contributed to Britain’s largely peaceful progress to modern
democracy. Like the Methodist contribution to English stability described by historian Élie
Halévy decades ago, the welfare monarchs so effectively assessed by Frank Prochaska, and
the female philanthropists recovered by Andrea Geddes Poole more recently,4 these
aristocrats fostered community cohesion, invoking the possibility of cooperation and
advancement under responsible elite guidance. That hopeful, often romantic, vision helps
suggest why the group so effectively lampooned by David Cannadine in The Decline and Fall
of the British Aristocracy (1990) never quite hit the ground. Ultimately, the Aberdeens’
embodiment of what has been termed “ornamentalism,” “welfare monarchism,” and “maternal
feminism,” shored up investment in traditional authority as a source of public good.5 Resulting
social stability owed much to the trust that someone, whether a patriarch or a matriarch, in
higher circles actually cared, whatever the evidence to the contrary. This is just the faith that
Ishbel tried to invoke in her The House of Windsor: A Book of Portraits (1937), with its curious
sidestepping of the shortcomings of Edward VIII and the Abdication Crisis.The close domestic
partnership of John and Ishbel was essential to the image of caring and responsible aristocrats
at home and abroad. They and their children helped familiarize or naturalize gendered relations
of authority in their promise, as post-colonial scholars have reminded us, of “safety and
security.”6 Like George VI and his consort Elizabeth, and their successors, Elizabeth II and
Philip, the Aberdeens soothed by suggesting collaboration in a common, essentially kin-based,
project of benefit to all. Their practice drew on powerful inspirations beyond the pragmatic
calculation of prestige and power. In return for the advantages of rank, the Aberdeens
developed a deep sense of a duty of aristocratic leadership, an evangelical and ecumenical
Christian faith that required its followers to share good fortune, and a feminist sensibility that
credited women with special maternal responsibilities to society at large. To be sure, their
fidelity to these principles inevitably ebbed and flowed. The exigencies of life, from babies and
deaths to ill health and financial reverses, and the self-interest of power, from dress, travel, and
house building to hobnobbing with the high and mighty, regularly got in the way. As one
observer remembered: “the Aberdeens were kindly and democratic, but they had a clear
concept of the dignity attached to their rank.”7 Aristocratic, Christian, and maternal obligations
variously informed and extended the liberal standard by which the Aberdeens attempted to live
and to lead.Just as with many of the royal dispensers of bounty considered by Frank
Prochaska, it is sometimes difficult to discern whether John or Ishbel took the first step in
thought or action. In many ways, their 1877 wedding created a single entity. Their authorship of



often alternating chapters in joint memoirs, We Twa (1925), fed uncertainty in its deference to
their shared principles and projects. Like some accounts of earlier and later Canadian
viceregal couples – notably the Lornes and the Vaniers – this volume describes a collective
enterprise.8 Liberal Hearts and Coronets nevertheless endeavours to supply a critical
biography of two distinct individuals. As the early chapters suggest, antecedents are essential
in understanding the trajectories of both husband and wife. Although the lines between the
Aberdeens sometimes blur, as their joint inclusion in the entry under John’s name in the Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography (ODNB) attests,9 each ultimately brought something
important to their cooperative enterprise.Despite the authority of the ODNB, any appreciation
of Ishbel and John has to confront the considerably greater attention she received from
contemporaries and scholars. Her evident intelligence, industry, and humanity were judged
remarkable and press-worthy soon after their union. Her close identification with major
institutional representations of the first women’s movement – particularly the Women’s Liberal
Federations, the International Council of Women, the National Council of Women of Canada,
and the Victorian Order of Nurses – like her high profile in Ireland’s early public health
movement, has regularly inspired biographers, beginning with their daughter, Marjorie Sinclair
(1880–1970), Lady Pentland, in 1953. The latter’s study, with its provocative title, A Bonnie
Fechter, roughly translated “a beautiful fighter,” was loving and remarkably fair as it centred her
mother in the family history of activism. Other important accounts, notably John T. Saywell’s
introduction to The Canadian Journal of Lady Aberdeen, 1893–1898 (1960), definitively singled
out Ishbel as a significant force in the politics of the age. The treatment of the young countess
in my 1975 doctoral dissertation, The Parliament of Women: The National Council of Women of
Canada, 1893–1929, similarly accorded her a central role in mobilizing the first Canadian
women’s movement.As women’s history gained more popular and scholarly traction in the late
twentieth century, Ishbel attracted growing interest. Doris French Shackleton’s Ishbel and the
Empire: A Biography of Lady Aberdeen (1988) resurrected many caricatures but also pointed
in important directions, its very title properly invoking the key political stage.10 Another popular
writer, Maureen Keane, focused a sympathetic eye on the Irish viceroyalties and documented
her subject’s sustained contribution to public health.11 By then, as well, American scholars
Leila Rupp and Verta Taylor recognized Ishbel and John as the model couple of their day’s
global women’s movement.12 A few years later, Val McLeish and Amanda Andrews further
confirmed the value of feminist and post-colonial scholarship for the interpretation of the
countess’s transnational career.13When I left Lady Aberdeen behind in 1975, I remained
dissatisfied by my interpretation but much else other than visiting aristocrats absorbed me for
the next four decades. She did, however, make an occasional appearance in my work as with
her patronage of E. Pauline Johnson (Tekahionwake, 1861–1913), Canada’s best-known
Indigenous writer and performer. Ishbel’s relationship with Johnson appeared only to confirm
imperialists’ general disregard for those they pushed aside.14 As I became more experienced
in history and in feminist politics, I nevertheless grew more curious about why and how a
British aristocrat attempted to build a broad, if always incomplete, alliance of women, an
ambition that has regularly tested and often thwarted my own generation. While her tardy
public endorsement of women suffrage in the International Council of Women had thoroughly
irritated me when I was in my twenties, and her limited support for Johnson damned her
decades later, Ishbel’s strategies of conciliation and caution came to appear increasingly
comprehensible, as did her insistence on individual responsibility. Re-evaluation was
encouraged by American scholar Marilyn Boxer’s important reminder that the designation of
early elite activists as merely self-interested and reactionary or “bourgeois” by critics on the left



was, whatever its frequent truth, a political act designed to “squelch any potential for unity
among women’s movements.”15 While research confirms the very real privilege that John
Campbell Gordon and Ishbel Marjoribanks Gordon brought to reform endeavours, it also
admits courage, empathy, and generosity in aiding others. Democracy and feminism
sometimes benefited from elite allies.Not surprisingly, this monograph, like much of today’s
scholarship,16 favours a broad definition of feminism – not itself a term current in the early
days of the Aberdeen union – that situates it firmly in time and place. Since imperfection is the
human lot, feminists, whether women or men, have rarely shed all prejudices. While they share
awareness that women and girls are variously disadvantaged relative to men and boys and a
determination to impose restraints on male power, few anywhere question all class, race, and
other hierarchies. They may also reach different conclusions about the nature of the sexes, the
possibility of alliances, the need to recognize difference, and the merits of individual remedies.
Feminism thus includes a great middle ground as well as radical outposts.17 This volume’s
subjects stand squarely in the former.Like most feminists, the Aberdeens believed that female
nature was at least somewhat unique and notably more altruistic than men’s, in other words,
more maternal. That inspiration contributed to the emergence “of a distinct women’s public
sphere”18 as a major manifestation of the first feminist wave among aristocrats, as well as the
middle-class activists more commonly described by such scholars as Megan Smitley.19 Such
maternalist politics have sometimes been contrasted with feminist faith in justice and equal
rights and the essential similarity of women and men. In fact, feminists in Britain, as in Canada
and the United States – the political terrain of the Aberdeens – slipped pragmatically back and
forth among justifications in their struggle against intransigent opponents. Inevitably, activists
disputed many specifics as they considered strategy. Women suffrage was a case in point. The
“suffragists,” the favoured Aberdeen camp, endorsed constitutional or peaceful methods, while
“suffragettes” championed militancy or direct action. Despite such disagreement, maternalism
and equal rights beliefs infused both camps. And so it was with Ishbel and John.

IntroductionLadies and lords are rarely in fashion for critical scholars or democratic activists.
This is unfortunate. British aristocrats John Campbell (originally Hamilton-) Gordon (1847–
1934) and Ishbel Maria Marjoribanks Gordon (1857–1939), colloquially known as the
Aberdeens, constituted a force for both conservatism and improvement in the Atlantic world of
their day. They merit our attention.1 By setting out self-consciously as reformers, they
suggested that Britain’s traditional rulers still had essential duties in a democratizing age and
that greater equality was a common good. Ishbel Marjoribanks and John Gordon rejected both
revolution and reaction for the embrace of a liberal evolutionary politics that emphasized
caution, consensus building, and responsible leadership as the surest route to human
progress. Their search for a middle ground of transcendence discomforted many
contemporaries and challenged biographers. More radical critics of the couple have seen only
conservatism and privilege at work, while reactionary opponents spied treason to the
establishment. Both perspectives were at least somewhat true as Liberal Hearts and Coronets
attests.That contradictory assessment lies at the heart of the story told in these pages.
Products of a rich history of influences, the Aberdeens were never simple subjects. They
negotiated gender, class, race, and other identities in ways that variously puzzled, enraged,
and inspired. The labelling of Ishbel a “democrat-autocrat” or “democrat-aristocrat” captures the
uncertainty of reception.2 Both she and John stepped beyond expected pathways in their
attempt to construct a liberal politics of conciliation, toleration, and inclusion, what might even
be termed “appeasement” before that word incurred its negative connotation at the end of the



1930s. Building connections among actually or potentially warring factions was central to their
agenda. The Scottish earl, later marquess, became well known for his sympathetic response to
tenants, children, workers, and Irish nationalists. His wife similarly possessed, as her daughter
emphasized, “a lively feeling for all other human beings and for their different points of view. To
many she brought both new prospects for themselves and new friendships with others all over
the world.”3Both interpreted the duty of responsible elites to include building political and social
community domestically as well as internationally. Women and men at the top of society,
notably, but not only good Christians, owed real understanding and practical help to those at
the bottom, who in turn ought to work hard and join in the mutual task of individual and
collective improvement. This essentially moral contract promised to legitimate both moderate
reform and dutiful elites and to obviate a divisive politics of gender, class, and race.When their
vision of a middle path, with its eschewal of both advanced and reactionary politics, faltered
and failed in the decades before the Second World War, they slipped largely into oblivion. In
fact, their practical demonstration of a seemingly responsible aristocracy willing to forge
alliances among classes and different cultural groups and between the sexes is arguably one
of a range of influences that contributed to Britain’s largely peaceful progress to modern
democracy. Like the Methodist contribution to English stability described by historian Élie
Halévy decades ago, the welfare monarchs so effectively assessed by Frank Prochaska, and
the female philanthropists recovered by Andrea Geddes Poole more recently,4 these
aristocrats fostered community cohesion, invoking the possibility of cooperation and
advancement under responsible elite guidance. That hopeful, often romantic, vision helps
suggest why the group so effectively lampooned by David Cannadine in The Decline and Fall
of the British Aristocracy (1990) never quite hit the ground. Ultimately, the Aberdeens’
embodiment of what has been termed “ornamentalism,” “welfare monarchism,” and “maternal
feminism,” shored up investment in traditional authority as a source of public good.5 Resulting
social stability owed much to the trust that someone, whether a patriarch or a matriarch, in
higher circles actually cared, whatever the evidence to the contrary. This is just the faith that
Ishbel tried to invoke in her The House of Windsor: A Book of Portraits (1937), with its curious
sidestepping of the shortcomings of Edward VIII and the Abdication Crisis.The close domestic
partnership of John and Ishbel was essential to the image of caring and responsible aristocrats
at home and abroad. They and their children helped familiarize or naturalize gendered relations
of authority in their promise, as post-colonial scholars have reminded us, of “safety and
security.”6 Like George VI and his consort Elizabeth, and their successors, Elizabeth II and
Philip, the Aberdeens soothed by suggesting collaboration in a common, essentially kin-based,
project of benefit to all. Their practice drew on powerful inspirations beyond the pragmatic
calculation of prestige and power. In return for the advantages of rank, the Aberdeens
developed a deep sense of a duty of aristocratic leadership, an evangelical and ecumenical
Christian faith that required its followers to share good fortune, and a feminist sensibility that
credited women with special maternal responsibilities to society at large. To be sure, their
fidelity to these principles inevitably ebbed and flowed. The exigencies of life, from babies and
deaths to ill health and financial reverses, and the self-interest of power, from dress, travel, and
house building to hobnobbing with the high and mighty, regularly got in the way. As one
observer remembered: “the Aberdeens were kindly and democratic, but they had a clear
concept of the dignity attached to their rank.”7 Aristocratic, Christian, and maternal obligations
variously informed and extended the liberal standard by which the Aberdeens attempted to live
and to lead.Just as with many of the royal dispensers of bounty considered by Frank
Prochaska, it is sometimes difficult to discern whether John or Ishbel took the first step in



thought or action. In many ways, their 1877 wedding created a single entity. Their authorship of
often alternating chapters in joint memoirs, We Twa (1925), fed uncertainty in its deference to
their shared principles and projects. Like some accounts of earlier and later Canadian
viceregal couples – notably the Lornes and the Vaniers – this volume describes a collective
enterprise.8 Liberal Hearts and Coronets nevertheless endeavours to supply a critical
biography of two distinct individuals. As the early chapters suggest, antecedents are essential
in understanding the trajectories of both husband and wife. Although the lines between the
Aberdeens sometimes blur, as their joint inclusion in the entry under John’s name in the Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography (ODNB) attests,9 each ultimately brought something
important to their cooperative enterprise.Despite the authority of the ODNB, any appreciation
of Ishbel and John has to confront the considerably greater attention she received from
contemporaries and scholars. Her evident intelligence, industry, and humanity were judged
remarkable and press-worthy soon after their union. Her close identification with major
institutional representations of the first women’s movement – particularly the Women’s Liberal
Federations, the International Council of Women, the National Council of Women of Canada,
and the Victorian Order of Nurses – like her high profile in Ireland’s early public health
movement, has regularly inspired biographers, beginning with their daughter, Marjorie Sinclair
(1880–1970), Lady Pentland, in 1953. The latter’s study, with its provocative title, A Bonnie
Fechter, roughly translated “a beautiful fighter,” was loving and remarkably fair as it centred her
mother in the family history of activism. Other important accounts, notably John T. Saywell’s
introduction to The Canadian Journal of Lady Aberdeen, 1893–1898 (1960), definitively singled
out Ishbel as a significant force in the politics of the age. The treatment of the young countess
in my 1975 doctoral dissertation, The Parliament of Women: The National Council of Women of
Canada, 1893–1929, similarly accorded her a central role in mobilizing the first Canadian
women’s movement.As women’s history gained more popular and scholarly traction in the late
twentieth century, Ishbel attracted growing interest. Doris French Shackleton’s Ishbel and the
Empire: A Biography of Lady Aberdeen (1988) resurrected many caricatures but also pointed
in important directions, its very title properly invoking the key political stage.10 Another popular
writer, Maureen Keane, focused a sympathetic eye on the Irish viceroyalties and documented
her subject’s sustained contribution to public health.11 By then, as well, American scholars
Leila Rupp and Verta Taylor recognized Ishbel and John as the model couple of their day’s
global women’s movement.12 A few years later, Val McLeish and Amanda Andrews further
confirmed the value of feminist and post-colonial scholarship for the interpretation of the
countess’s transnational career.13When I left Lady Aberdeen behind in 1975, I remained
dissatisfied by my interpretation but much else other than visiting aristocrats absorbed me for
the next four decades. She did, however, make an occasional appearance in my work as with
her patronage of E. Pauline Johnson (Tekahionwake, 1861–1913), Canada’s best-known
Indigenous writer and performer. Ishbel’s relationship with Johnson appeared only to confirm
imperialists’ general disregard for those they pushed aside.14 As I became more experienced
in history and in feminist politics, I nevertheless grew more curious about why and how a
British aristocrat attempted to build a broad, if always incomplete, alliance of women, an
ambition that has regularly tested and often thwarted my own generation. While her tardy
public endorsement of women suffrage in the International Council of Women had thoroughly
irritated me when I was in my twenties, and her limited support for Johnson damned her
decades later, Ishbel’s strategies of conciliation and caution came to appear increasingly
comprehensible, as did her insistence on individual responsibility. Re-evaluation was
encouraged by American scholar Marilyn Boxer’s important reminder that the designation of



early elite activists as merely self-interested and reactionary or “bourgeois” by critics on the left
was, whatever its frequent truth, a political act designed to “squelch any potential for unity
among women’s movements.”15 While research confirms the very real privilege that John
Campbell Gordon and Ishbel Marjoribanks Gordon brought to reform endeavours, it also
admits courage, empathy, and generosity in aiding others. Democracy and feminism
sometimes benefited from elite allies.Not surprisingly, this monograph, like much of today’s
scholarship,16 favours a broad definition of feminism – not itself a term current in the early
days of the Aberdeen union – that situates it firmly in time and place. Since imperfection is the
human lot, feminists, whether women or men, have rarely shed all prejudices. While they share
awareness that women and girls are variously disadvantaged relative to men and boys and a
determination to impose restraints on male power, few anywhere question all class, race, and
other hierarchies. They may also reach different conclusions about the nature of the sexes, the
possibility of alliances, the need to recognize difference, and the merits of individual remedies.
Feminism thus includes a great middle ground as well as radical outposts.17 This volume’s
subjects stand squarely in the former.Like most feminists, the Aberdeens believed that female
nature was at least somewhat unique and notably more altruistic than men’s, in other words,
more maternal. That inspiration contributed to the emergence “of a distinct women’s public
sphere”18 as a major manifestation of the first feminist wave among aristocrats, as well as the
middle-class activists more commonly described by such scholars as Megan Smitley.19 Such
maternalist politics have sometimes been contrasted with feminist faith in justice and equal
rights and the essential similarity of women and men. In fact, feminists in Britain, as in Canada
and the United States – the political terrain of the Aberdeens – slipped pragmatically back and
forth among justifications in their struggle against intransigent opponents. Inevitably, activists
disputed many specifics as they considered strategy. Women suffrage was a case in point. The
“suffragists,” the favoured Aberdeen camp, endorsed constitutional or peaceful methods, while
“suffragettes” championed militancy or direct action. Despite such disagreement, maternalism
and equal rights beliefs infused both camps. And so it was with Ishbel and John.The last half of
the nineteenth century was a period “of immense achievement for the Victorian women’s
movement,” with gains proffered by male legislators, and so initial hopes were high.20 When
British activists confronted the expanded male franchise after the Reform Acts of 1867 and
1885, aristocratic women, cognizant of their long history of “political clout in unreformed
Britain,”21 were tempted to trust male power-brokers, men of their own standing and often
families, to take up their cause. Some, such as Ishbel Marjoribanks Gordon, much like her
mentor Lucy (Lady Frederick) Cavendish (1841–1925),22 were also acutely conscious of the
inadequate instruction in citizenship and government offered the girls and women of their class.
They prioritized better training and education as critical preparation, even a prerequisite, for the
parliamentary franchise. Whatever awareness they had of their own limitations, however,
Britain’s elite women frequently took for granted their share in national and imperial leadership.
Some Liberal aristocrats, such as the “great ornamentals” described by Amanda Andrews,23
foresaw joining fathers, brothers, and husbands as responsible supervisors of a peaceful and
orderly transition to a greater but still manageable democracy. A dutiful elite, they would do well
by their sex and the population at large and, in the process, justify their own existence. As
scholars have demonstrated, this contingent readily envisioned an Empire that demonstrated
both the moral pre-eminence of the British “race” and female capacity.24 For liberal feminists
like the Aberdeens, superiority was nonetheless never entirely sure: it always needed
monitoring. In addition, most peoples – often referred to as races – of the world, were credited
with potential for civilization. Worthy imperialists had duties both to monitor and to inspire such



prospects.Few scholars have shown much interest in John Campbell Gordon whether as a
liberal, an imperialist, or a feminist. For all his prominence in Scottish Liberal politics and his
terms as lord lieutenant of Ireland and governor general of Canada, recurring fascination with
an extraordinary woman left him largely in the shade. The Aberdeen narrative of dutiful
leadership belongs, however, fully to him as well. Incorporating him as an equal partner in
Liberal Hearts and Coronets has been made much easier by Rupp and Taylor’s insights and by
today’s studies of masculinities.25 John challenged his own time and still challenges ours to
appreciate that masculinity is never a fixed endeavour and that it is central “to political
activity.”26 Like femininity and feminism, masculinity is forged in precise contexts and is a
product of many choices. Although he had the ancestry for it, John Campbell Gordon was
never recognized as a great imperial proconsul. Hailed as the successor to the Victorian
philanthropist Lord Shaftesbury, and an ally of feminists, workers, and Irish nationalists, he
faced repeated doubts about his manliness, doubts that grew in direct proportion to Ishbel’s
rising star. Such reception was not, of course, unique. Many contemporaries harboured similar
doubts about the artistically inclined Marquess of Lorne (1845–1914), yet another Scottish
aristocrat, Canadian governor general, and husband to Princess Louise, youngest daughter of
Queen Victoria.27 The homosexual panic of an age that crucified the Anglo-Irish playwright
Oscar Wilde (1854–1900) sometimes had the Aberdeens within its sights as well.28The
combination of John and Ishbel continually startled observers, who often interpreted their
apparently egalitarian relationship as a gender-bending performance that called into question
legitimate masculinity and femininity and threatened the sanctity of conventional rule. Such
prejudice distorted many contemporary observations, and subsequent commentaries have
been vulnerable to the same misstep. Liberal Hearts and Coronets breaks that cake of custom
by beginning with Lord Aberdeen and treating him seriously as an aristocrat sympathetic to the
furtherance of democracy and a man committed to equality with women.In the course of
research and writing, I have incurred numerous debts to diverse literatures, some of them
mentioned above, as I sought to locate the Aberdeens fully in the context of their times and
places. Most central has been the overall contribution of feminist scholarship with its reminder
that gender always matters in understanding both women and men. The insights of
intersectional theory, which requires consideration of the ways that class, ethnicity and race,
sexuality, and other sources of identity interact with gender to produce both privilege and
disadvantage, have been especially important.29 Feminist and post-colonial scholars have
provided ample reminders, as Leila Rupp, a prominent historian of feminist internationalism in
this period, has argued, of “competing discourses, the dissolution of binary oppositions, and
attention to the ways that meaning is constructed in specific historic contexts.”30 The worlds of
liberalism, imperialism, and feminism in which the Aberdeens moved never ignored the full
reality of who they were, and nor should we.This volume has also drawn on a diverse and rich
scholarship that focuses on the various landscapes that shaped and inspired John and Ishbel. I
have tried to make sense of how Scotland, England, Ireland, Canada, and the imperial world
more generally informed their experiences. In particular, for Scotland, I have sought out
authors who have addressed aristocratic landlordism, the relationship of liberalism to the Whig
aristocracy, Scottish nationalism and imperialism, Presbyterian internecine conflicts, the politics
of emigration and reform, and home-grown feminism. It was always significant that the
Aberdeens shared in the imaginative and practical embrace of what Maureen Martin has rightly
termed “the Mighty Scot.”31 Alvin Jackson’s The Two Unions: Ireland, Scotland and the
Survival of the United Kingdom, 1707–2007 (2011) especially illuminated how Scotland’s
challenge to the union differed in significant ways from Ireland’s, a difference that the



Aberdeens, and many others, could not bridge. I have been further intrigued by debates over
the role of liberalism in Scottish affairs and confirmed in my views when I.G.C. Hutchison, in a
rare treatment, concluded that there was indeed “an Aberdeen group” composed of the
Gordons, the Marjoribanks, and their relatives and supporters, who were significant in
determining Liberal fortunes at the end of the nineteenth century.32 Marjory Harper’s many
volumes emphasizing emigration from northeast Scotland and the contributions of the
Aberdeens in sponsoring departures to Canada have supplied a similarly rich vein of
interpretation.33 Leah Leneman’s invaluable The Scottish Suffragettes (2000) and A Guid
Cause: The Women’s Suffrage Movement in Scotland (1995), like Megan Smitley’s The
Feminine Public Sphere: Middle-Class Women in Civic Life in Scotland (2009), helped me
resist the biographer’s temptation to overestimate Ishbel Gordon’s significance.London and
England more generally provided another critical venue for relevant scholarship. Liberal Hearts
and Coronets has endeavoured to interpret its subjects within the context of what we know as
Victorian family and gender politics, especially among the aristocracy. The role of aristocratic
and other elites, both in the House of Lords and in the Commons, but also in settlement
houses and reform causes more generally, provided an essential backdrop. Unfortunately, it is
still true, as Andrew Adonis concluded some time ago, that we know “little of the mass of peers
[such as the Aberdeens] who were far less favourably placed, suffered real financial difficulties,
but whose tenacity and continued sense of purpose were crucial to the peers’ ability to
survive.”34 David Cannadine’s masterful assessment, The Decline and Fall of the British
Aristocracy (1990), was often persuasive and frequently entertaining, but I ultimately
concluded that the Aberdeens were among exceptions to his argument. They were, as their
mentor William E. Gladstone opined, “edifying,” far more useful and industrious than the
majority of Cannadine’s unenlightened coterie. The Aberdeens represented the aristocratic
equivalent of what Frank Prochaska has observed of British monarchs and their kin in his
inspirational Royal Bounty: The Making of a Welfare Monarchy (1995). I also noted the
omission of women from Cannadine’s work. They, he suggested, lacked the “wealth, status,
power, and class consciousness, which in this period were predominantly masculine assets
and attributes.”35 Ishbel Marjoribanks Gordon does not fit that picture; her inclusion here
demonstrates why women matter if you want to get the story right.London-born Ishbel could
herself only be fully comprehended against the backdrop of possibilities for talented and reform-
minded elite women living in the heart of Empire during an evangelical age. Despite some
wonderful studies, such as Patricia Jalland’s Women, Marriage, and Politics, 1860–1914
(1986), K.D. Reynolds’ Aristocratic Women and Political Society in Victorian Britain (1998),
Amanda Vickery’s Women, Privilege, and Power: British Politics, 1750 to the Present (2001),
and Angela Geddes Poole’s Philanthropy and the Construction of Victorian Women’s
Citizenship (2014), aristocratic activists still merit further study. Fortunately, a few
autobiographies, popular biographies, and diverse references survive to tell the tale of some of
Ishbel’s extraordinary contemporaries, notably, Frances Balfour (1858–1931), Rosalind Howard
(1845–1921), and Isabella Somerset (1851–1921). The British women’s movements and
suffrage politics among the middle and, to some extent, working classes also did much to
make the Aberdeens who they were. Superb studies, some mentioned above for Scotland, as
well as those by Heloise Brown, Laura E.N. Mayhall, Martin Pugh, Claire Hirshfield, and
Philippa Levine, generally support the broad definition of feminism that fits my findings as well.
Although she neglects the Aberdeens, Hirshfield’s careful discussion of the feminism of the
Women’s Liberal Federations has been especially valuable.36Fortunately, as well, scholars are
now adding significantly to our understanding of Irish women and their relations to the public



sphere and nationalism more generally. Very recently, D.A.J. MacPherson has illuminated the
multiclass construction of women’s counter-publics in the United Irishwomen, the Gaelic
League, and Sinn Féin. His work points to the important personal and ideological connections
among both opponents and champions of Irish and feminist politics.37 As the broad recovery
of Irish women’s history now underway has repeatedly reminded me,38 Ishbel Gordon was
prominent but she was never alone nor necessarily a key figure in the construction of female
activism. It is nonetheless true that the relations of imperial, national, and feminist politics
overseen by the Aberdeens during the longest and arguably the most productive of Irish
viceroyalties deserve closer attention.39Aristocrats and women joined in the debates ushering
in the “new liberalism,” which, as Andrew Vincent has reminded us, was so critical a force in
Britain, and indeed the English-speaking world, in the early twentieth century.40 This doctrine’s
theoretical embrace of a more inclusionary politics and the national good, and at least
intermittent resistance to sectional and class prejudice, kept the Aberdeens in thrall to the end
of their lives.41 They joined other advanced liberals in favouring state intervention on the side
of the disadvantaged, including old age pensions and unemployment insurance, and alliances
with workers and women. Their preference was the “big tent” political alliance of classes
endorsed by the feminist liberal philanthropists described so well by Andrea Geddes Poole.42
They rejected both the Conservative and the Labour parties for setting classes against one
another and remained hopeful about compromise and state action on behalf of the larger
community. Even in its evolved form, liberalism nevertheless remained a far from inclusive
ideology, as the essays in Eugenio Biagini’s Citizenship and Community: Liberals, Radicals,
and Collective Identities in the British Isles, 1865–1931 (2002) very clearly attest.43 Ben
Griffin’s brilliant appraisal of the contortions of parliamentary Liberals and others when
confronting the possibility of legislative equality has also helped me better appreciate the
resistance that destroyed so many hopes.44
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our colleague Veronica Strong-Boag. The Aberdeens are a remarkable couple and their very
interesting personalities -- and accomplishments -- shine through. Lady Aberdeen is especially
interesting for historians of women. She served for many years as the president of the
International Council of Women, which was founded in the United States in 1888 and still
exists today.”
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